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John Kinsella is a painter born in Hamilton, Ontario. He studied Art and Art History at
McMaster University (1982-1987) and fine art in the Val de Loire, France, in 1985. Kinsella’s work has
been featured in many solo and group exhibitions in Hamilton, Dundas, Grimsby, Owen Sound,
Toronto and Barcelona. He was a founding member of the artists’ group The Contemporaries, which
exhibited extensively during the 1980s and early 1990s.
“The body of work Hills and Vales is a continuation of the landscape paintings and poetry I started in
2009. These paintings and poems are personal meditations on the beauty and restorative power found
in the natural settings of my home province. They are both a metaphor for our aspirations and dreams
and a homage to this amazing part of the world we live in. My spirit is refreshed when I gaze upon
vistas provided by the many hills and valleys in Southern Ontario. Their images linger in my mind’s eye
and have become intertwined with who I am. As Shakespeare so aptly put it, “All the world’s a stage”
and the landscape of Southern Ontario is the stage on which I, and all those who live here, play out our
lives.
While researching the title of this exhibition; Hills and Vales, I came across the William Wordsworth
poem, I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud (1804) it struck a chord with me because of the similarity to what
I had experienced in making my own work. While I usually write my own poetry for my paintings I found
this to be an excellent starting point for my new body of work. I have included this poem with a painting
in the exhibition Hills and Vales. I hope you enjoy.”
John Kinsella currently lives and works in Toronto, Ontario

A Painter’s Country:
On Paintings and Poetry by John Kinsella
By Stuart Reid
In the fast-paced, digitally-propelled, touch-screen-centric reality that we call
contemporary life, information and imagery endlessly stream by at a dizzying
pace. Depictions of the vast and fascinating world that surrounds us are drifting
away from faithful representation of what the eye sees, instead morphing into
electronically-filtered, Photoshopped, greeting-card-pretty Pinterest postings.
The act of communing with nature is now mediated by the smartphone camera
and the hitherto private act of contemplative observation seems like an outdated
activity.
So it is refreshing to have an opportunity for a real-time artful encounter and to
be reminded of the rewards of a prolonged look. Slow is beautiful and so are
John Kinsella’s landscape paintings. Kinsella joins a long tradition of Canadian
painters seeking a sense of greater truth by way of the grand landscape and the
majestic vista. Communion with nature can be restorative, balancing,
grounding, transcendental – an antidote to the quick-fix information maelstrom.
The contemporary quest for speedy and immediate, if unsatisfying, results,
urges one to distraction.
It is no coincidence that Kinsella has based one of his paintings in his exhibition
on a poem by the British Romantic poet William Wordsworth (1770-1850). In
fact, the title of the show Hills and Vales pulls a phrase from the first stanza of
Wordsworth’s poem called I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud (1804). Kinsella does
not shy away from revealing his Romantic spirit. He eloquently captures both
the visual particularities of a specific moment in the day in his painting, as well
as the emotional connection to that place and the inevitability of time passing in
his poetry.There is underlying emotion and a sense of loss that imbues his
careful observation. He writes: “Time remembered. Longed for in absence.”

The artist makes frequent nods to his forebears from the canon of Canadian
landscape painting. He is a colourist who has been inspired by the bold palette
of Tom Thomson and The Group of Seven. He knows that risk-taking in colour
choice is essential in capturing the often surreal beauty of the Canadian
experience. In Hills and Vales, Kinsella assembles a broad grouping of images
that celebrate the Ontario landscape in all its seasons and colours. In some
instances, Kinsella adopts a more contemporary palette of non-naturalistic
colour—his hues becoming so vivid that they almost look backlit, like a
computer screen. From the bursting riotous pink in Apple Blossoms, to the
pyrotechnic phenomena of glowing yellow Fire Flies amid indigo dusk, to burnt
orange and fiery red foliage in Autumn Kennebec, to the nighttime lavender cast
of snow in Winter Moon—these paintings are hyper-saturated with vivid colour.
In many of the works in this exhibition, Kinsella uses a compositional technique
common in Thomson’s oil sketches. He creates a screen of trees through which
one must glimpse the scene beyond. This sets up a dramatic contrast between
the deep shade of the foreground and the brightly lit backdrop in the distance.
The convention gives the viewer a sense of scale and a marker of their spatial
placement in relation to it. In Hillside Roseneath, for example, Kinsella sets our
vantage point beneath the shelter of the deep green canopy of a tree, while the
hillside in the background pops with colour in the deep distance. The technique
also gives the painter an opportunity for decorative flourish in rendering the
ornate filigrees and intricate patterns found in dense foliage. After Fishing or
Morning Pines Lake Manitou are other good examples of Kinsella’s paintings
that pay homage to the screen of trees as found in Thomson’s masterworks like
Northern River (1914-15).
Kinsella has a measured and distinctive stroke with his brush. Favouring a
meticulous layering of staccato coloured marks, the painter is able to set up
contrasts that create spectacular optical effects that also imply motion and a
dynamic surface.

In August Field, he contrasts the glorious palette of a summer sunset sky with
the cool lush green of a huge tree, still heat shimmering with radiant heat cast
off the golden hay field that surrounds it. There is an almost electric throb to the
colour application.
Another good example is Fire Flies, in which the painter wanders bravely into
the territory of pure abstraction. The radiating brushstrokes that spiral around
the lights glimmering in the dark woods are reminiscent of Dutch PostImpressionist Vincent Van Gogh’s The Starry Night (1889). The painter has
found a most eloquent solution to capturing, in visual language, the ephemeral
nature of a flickering spark in the dark. He is able to suggest the underlying
energy in a scene, the pulse of light illuminating the landscape, the wind
animating the leaves of a tree.
These paintings are like pages from the journal of an observant traveler. Like
the poems that reveal why the artist chose to commit the moment to canvas,
there is a poignant intimacy in these works. While some are nostalgic and are
committed to remember a certain day and place, others are a rhapsody on the
natural beauty that abounds in Ontario. The scenes are favourite summer
vacation places from road trips and excursions to the family cottage. They
celebrate the Canadian wilderness and the relative purity of unspoiled areas of
the province. There are no highways, power lines or wind turbines interrupting
the serenity here. These are not restless paintings, but are instead brightly
optimistic. There is comfort at the end of the day spent fishing on a Northern
lake—solace that there will be more days to enjoy, more fish to catch, more
paintings to paint, more moments to savour and share.

Stuart Reid is Director/Curator of Rodman Hall Art Centre/Brock University in
St. Catharines, Ontario

I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud - William Wordsworth 1804
I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o’er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the milky way,
They stretched in never-ending line
Along the margin of the bay;
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.
The waves beside them danced, but they
Out-did the sparkling leaves in glee;
A poet could not but be gay
I such a jocund company!
I gazed—and gazed—but little thought
What wealth to me the show to me had brought:
For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon my inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills
And dances with the daffodils

I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud, Niagara Escarpment
2012
oil on canvas
16 x 20 inches

A fleeting glimpse from a car window.
Rolling fields with sun-licked hay bales.
A link to a time when Monet painted,
Not a long lost world,
But one just outside the city limits
Resonating with light and colour.

Hay Bales, Sharbot Lake
2010
oil on canvas
20 x 16 inches

We set out for a few hours of fishing
The rest of the cottagers are still asleep.
The water is calm, the air is cool and damp.
The boat’s motor hums quietly, a loon dives.
We make our way out to open water
Then a roar, we fall back into our seats
Racing across the glistening blue.

Morning, Lake Kennebec
2010
oil on canvas
20 x 16 inches

Frenetic energy
All aglow.
Seduces the eye
And won’t let go.
Radiant tree,
Bursting forth.
Apple Blossoms.
Vibrate.
Amaze.
And delight.

Apple Blossoms, Annan
2012
oil on canvas
10 x 12 inches

The water is still like a mirror.
Shore pines peer at their reflection.
Trees point downward.
Clouds float across the water’s surface.
What is up is also down.
A fragile balance.

Morning Pines, Lake Manitou
2011
oil on canvas
10 x 12 inches

Warm August air
Carries bird songs
Through the leaves
Of the big tree.
The smell of grass
So strong you can taste it.
The distant hills hug the lowlands
And dissolve into the sky.
I remember carefree days
And beautiful nights
On our spaceship
Called Earth.

August Field, Prince Edward County
2013
oil on canvas
36 x 48 inches

Across the glistening lakes and seas
The sun climbs up into the blue
Distant landforms of hills and trees
Emerge from night's retreating hue.
What secret hides on distant shores?
What hidden desire of our souls,
Across the lake my mind explores
Aspirations, dreams and goals.
Into this new day's light I go,
The far off coast I do persue.
Across the waves I row and row,
Each stroke propels my old canoe.
My sights are set, my boat aglide,
Today I'll reach the other side

Muskoka Morning, Distant Shores
2011
oil on canvas
18 x 24 inches

There is a nip in the air.
Seasons teeter on the edge of summer and fall.
Rain has just ended,
The smell of wet grass.
Far away bison graze on the hillside,
It seems dream-like, unfamiliar.
Soon the hillside will be speckled with red and yellow.
A tinge of sadness at the realization summer is almost over.
I zip up my hoody and head for the cottage.

Bison Hill, Rice Lake
2010
oil on canvas
18 x 24 inches

On a windy November morning
Kyle island calls my mind’s eye
To the waters of Kennebec.
Time remembered.
Longed for in absence.
Transformed by time’s brush
Trees and wild flowers
Grow year after year.
Attended by spirit.
Stormy waters
Calmed.
Ripples in my memory,
Radiate.
Warm as the summer sun.
Vibrating my core.

Kyle Island II, Lake Kennebec
2012
oil on canvas
30 x 36 inches

It snowed last night.
The sun crawls over the white field.
White but not white,
A prismatic array of blue and violet
Define the contours
Of the snowy clearing.
Two trees grow as if one
Two saplings stand huddled
Against the elements.
Resilient.
Heroic.
Enduring.

Winter Clearing, Arboretum, Hamilton
2013
oil on canvas
18 x 24 inches

With rod on our shoulders
We head home.
Fresh air has filled us.
Sunshine has lit us.
Lapping waves have calmed us.
The sky has touched us.
Trees have shaded us,
Now night is embracing us.
Fish will nourish us.
Sleep will refresh us.
In the morning
We will go fishing.

After Fishing, Rice Lake
2012
oil on canvas
20 x 16 inches

The sun has just slipped from view.
Leaves
Red, yellow, orange
Dancing in the breeze
Wave goodbye.
Another day.

Maple Dusk, Rice Lake
2012
oil on canvas
13 3/4 x 9 inches

As children
We would try and
Catch fireflies.
Just beyond the shore
In the low brush
Playful lights
Dance in the sky
Like fairies.
Magical.
Intermittent.
Here now.
Over there,
Where next?

Fireflies, Princess Point
2012
oil on canvas
11 x 14 inches

We awake to the sound of a loon.
Its shrill call fills us with excitement.
We unzip the tent and crawl out onto the damp ground.
Pine needles and sand stick to our feet.
Across the water we spot a loon, and he spots us.
He pauses a moment and we connect.
“You are a guest in my home” he says with a nod,
and dives out of sight.
Woowoooweeewoowoo.
The lake,
The light,
The trees,
Transform.
Electric.

Morning Shore, Stoco Lake
2013
oil on canvas
30 x 20 inches

The old willow leans a little closer to the water each year.
We look back with fondness and forward to the setting sun.
We follow the dancing light as it reaches back
Across time and space, to the time we spent together.
We watch as the sun disappears and stars dot the heavens.
It is a pleasant place
To linger,
To love,
And remember.

Looking Back, Rice Lake
2013
oil on canvas
22 x 48 inches

Autumn in Kennebec
Is transformative.
Like caterpillar to butterfly,
The trees change their colours
Yellow, red and orange.
Before they go to sleep.
If trees could see
I’m sure they would
Bend over to witness
This wondrous change.
If trees could see.

Autumn Kennebec, Guarantee Bay
2013
oil on canvas
36 x 36 inches

The winter moon
Casts a glow
Over Lake Kennebec.
The celestial rhythms
Illuminate the
Crystalline twinkle
Of fresh fallen snow.
Silent wonderment.
Renewal.

Winter Moon, Lake Kennebec, 12/21/12
2012
oil on canvas
16 x 12 inches
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